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There is a time when nothing can be done; a time when something can 

be done; and a time when everything is possible. Keep this in mind, so 

as to be alert to discern each different quality of time – Idris Shaw [1] 

 

 

Meaning out Of Our Present Moments 

 

As this is an appendix to file #6, Spirituality In Real Time, it would be 

advisable that you read that file first.  

In fact, if you are new to this, my project on spirituality, I seriously urge 

you to read each of the chapter-files, from the beginning and in the 

order in which they have been set up on the webpage index, C.C. on 

Destiny.  

Spoiler: There is no shortcut worth taking for the one truly on The Path. 

 

�  

Introduction 

As an introduction to this appendix, I have asked Moriya to deconstruct for us 

a song by Nick Cave, “I Had A Dream”. 

 

I had a dream, Joe = dream is our true state of being - longing for an inner 

connection 

You were standing in the middle of an open road = the spiritual Path 

Your hands were raised up to the sky = points towards spiritual evolution 

And your mouth was covered in foam = hiding the secret teaching 

I had a dream, Joe 

 A shadowy Jesus flitted from tree to tree = parts inseparable from the 

whole. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. H.B.M. Dervish (1982) Journeys with a Sufi Master,The Octagon Press, London, England, p. 

208 
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I had a dream, Joe 

And a society of whores stuck needles in an image of me = persona and 

her aspects. A prostitute sells her *love* for money, as she cannot give 

genuine love from the heart, therefore she symbolizes the ego-persona 

betraying her true self by leading a material life.  

An image of me = the false persona, only a reflection of the true self. 

The needles = it is painful to admit the truth -a means to make the person 

awake to see truth. 

 

I had a dream, Joe 

It was Autumn time and thickly fell the leaves = unveiling of the true self. 

Autumn = period between Summer and Winter, i.e. light and darkness/soul 

and body - period of late maturity followed by a decline - a possibility to evolve 

by shedding our old clothes like falling leaves. 

And in that dream, Joe 

A pimp in seersucker suit sucked a toothpick = the ego wears spiritual 

colors - white and blue. Seersucker=puckered - Karma and the many deeds 

that need amending  

Toothpick = used to extract bits of food in between teeth - cleansing, 

purifying the mind 

And pointed his finger at me = be awake! 

 

I had a dream, Joe 

I opened my eyes, Joe = awakening 

The night had been a giant, dribbling and pacing the boards = remaining 

in a state of ignorance and blindness for too long 

I opened my eyes, Joe = being awake, be aware 

  

All your letters and cards stacked up against the door = attachment, 

emotional crutches 

 I opened my eyes, Joe = awakening 

The morning light came slowly tumbling through the crack  

In the window, Joe = inner light shines through the opening consciousness 

And I thought of you and I felt like I was lugging  
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A body on my back = being aware of the higher self and feeling the weight of 

the difficult task ahead on the Path 

Where did you go, Joe? = though blind to it, our soul never walks away from 

us. She is our true self, but he is unable to *see* her.  

 

On that endless, senseless, demented drift  

Where did you go, Joe? = seeking his soul outside of himself. Impossibility 

to see it through the barrage of thoughts, emotions, desires, emotional 

crutches etc.  

Into the woods, into the trees, where you move and shift  

Where did you go, Joe? = the soul is, indeed, everywhere and inseparable 

from who we are in the material world 

All dressed up in your ridiculous seersucker suit = as a poser, the false 

persona wears spiritual clothes  

 Where did you go, Joe?  

 With that strew of wreckage 

 Forever at the heel of your boot = false ego in its many clinging aspects 

 

�  

Moriya, who is no more familiar with modern Rock as she is with Nick Cave, 

added, “C.C., I'm not sure whether the singer himself was aware of the 

hidden meaning of this song, but his Joe represents the potential of the 

ego-persona to awaken and gain self-realisation.” 

 

�  

For those of you interested in analyzing your dreams, I would suggest 

keeping a notepad and a soft-lead pencil, rather than a pen, by your pillow.  

It is crucial to jot down if only a sentence, a phrase or a mere impression 

when awaking from a dream in the middle of the night. Though dreams tend 

to fade the moment we open our eyes, it sometimes helps to turn on our right 

side, eyes closed.  

It also helps to move from one side or position to another as the dream is 

likely to return to our consciousness once our body finds itself is the position 

in was in during the dream phase.   
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It also helps if, just before dozing off, we tell ourselves, “I’ll remember my 

dreams when I awake”, as this can act as a brain trigger.  

Beyond that, the best thing when awake is to just float like the dandelion on a 

breeze and observe what presents itself to our consciousness. 

 

�  

Once we manage to not just decode, but also link all the various symbols 

together to give shape to the message, we suddenly feel more aware of the 

spiritual world as it impacts on us, at point blank range.   

 

�  

For now, though I rely on Moriya for the deconstruction of the symbols that 

come to me, both when asleep and awake, she is actively trying to get me to 

the stage where I do that on my own and “stand on my own two feet.” 

As I have already told her, “By the time I am able to decipher all that I 

perceive, I’ll be flying, not walking and certainly not merely standing.”   

 

�  

For now, the best I can do is nod at the connections Moriya makes between 

my dreams and the myriad of symbols that pop up in my day-to-day because 

they make perfect sense. I see how their interpretation is relevant to the 

physical reality of my life.  

 

�  

Reality check: It does not matter that we don’t initially interpret our dreams 

accurately. What does matter is to notice the recurring symbols. What is 

important is to accept that our moments and our dreams have meaning and 

that these moments of *awareness* are triggered by a higher entity trying to 

establish contact with us.  

 

�  

At this beginning stage of the process, what we need is time and patience - 

savlanut in Hebrew. We need a lot of savlanut at every step we take on The 

Path. And, as always, we need to observe ourselves from within. 
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�  

What makes things more complicated than they should be is that, as a 

civilization, we have forgotten altogether that we live only in a symbolic world 

of pictures, impressions and symbols, perhaps because we deal with them 

daily in a mechanical way. You can but agree that a credit card and the $ 

sign, the face of David Beckham or Madonna, along with the logos of BMW, 

Prada and Gucci and a plethora of generally more accessible demi-gods and 

lesser icons, all spell out  ‘D.e.s.i.r.a.b.l.e  P.r.e.s.t.i.g.e  

S.y.m.b.o.l.s’ for the average person, yet the objects coveted are as 

invisible to their eyes as they are to ours. 

 

�  

Instead of choosing to deal directly with the symbols and the messages, as 

they stream directly at us - or should I say past us - we chose to merely 

experience their interpretations in physical, material terms, totally oblivious to 

the fact that these signs and messages are intended to guide us through our 

karma. 

 

�  

Blind and uncomprehending as we are, it is no wonder that the Western world 

is populated by millions and millions of people who are addicted to medication 

– chemical drugs by any other name – and who walk around in a permanent 

sleep – only aware and sensitive to what impacts directly and physically on 

our persons, no differently than the children we help ‘grow up’. 

  

�  

Millions and millions of us, hypnotized by the glitter of so-called status 

symbols, are equally hypnotised by images of TV series to the point where we 

confuse the fabricated lives of the characters with our real lives, which then 

reinforces our own propensity towards the free-wheeling indulgence of our 

lower desires. The overwhelming success of such series as Desperate 

Housewives, Gray’s Anatomy, The Sopranos and the runaway box-office hit 

of Sex In The City, are cases in point. 
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�  

What we need to do is accept that we have not been incarnated from the 

dawn of time just to manipulate our days so as to eventually accumulate the 

most symbols we can grab, while forever pining for the ones that will forever 

remain out of our reach. Our soul has not reincarnated again and again over 

the millennia just so we can have fun here and now.  As Moriya often reminds 

me, “Life is school, not a theme park.” 

 

�  

As a way to illustrate the need for spiritual development , as a way to free 

ourselves from the basic, staple desires that are simply about indulging the 

senses, Greek mythology gives us Tantalus. There he is, kneeling at the edge 

of a stream. Very thirsty, he cups his hands to bring water to his lips, but his 

hands cannot reach his mouth, which illustrates the unending pain and 

frustration we suffer from our inability to satisfy our primary desire to feel and 

own, be it our car, our children, our tastebud sensations, our lovers, our 

house or a holiday and, of course – more, more and more of each, as our 

appetite to possess is as gargantuan as our penchant for all that blurs our 

reality – drugs, sex and rock and roll. 

 

�  

All and any of the symbols we lust to possess, be they a form of personal, 

tokenistic power over our dog or our child, added to money, sex and relative 

fame – all anchor us to earth as ballast, while our true destiny is to live out our 

karma lucidly and soar wherever our soul is awaiting to take us. And purely 

from a practice level, setting our soul up for yet another same old-same old 

incarnation, just because we are greedy, does not make for good, spiritual 

sense. 

 

�  

All that has ever been invented is a symbolic imitation of the ego-persona and 

her soul: computers imitate our brain's activity; cameras imitate the eyes; 

acoustic tools imitate our ears; airplanes take us almost as high as our soul 

longs to be. Therefore, in order to decipher symbols we need only look at  
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ourselves and “Dai with the kish-kusim. Kadima!” as Moriya would say, 

“Enough already! No more excuses. Forward!” 

 

�  

It is quite strange for lack of a better word to accept that human *bodies*, 

bags of skin and bones and water have - once in full mechanical mode - at a 

time B.C, forgotten their place and their sole function which was to serve the 

soul. Too clever for their own good, they have turned tables to assume top- 

 

dog status. In doing so, they enslaved our soul by trapping her in such a way 

that she can neither save herself nor the body that traps her. It is because of 

this turn around that Karma was born. And most of us – incarnated since - 

have never looked back. 

 

�  

An extract from the ancient texts of Upanishads give us a succinct but potent 

summary of the relationship between the ego-persona and the soul. 

“Know that when the eye looks into space it is the Spirit of man that sees: the 

eye is only the organ of the sight.  

When one says, "I feel this perfume", it is the Spirit that feels; he uses the 

organ of smell.  

When one says, "I am speaking", it is the Spirit that speaks: the voice is the 

organ of speech. 

 When one says, "I am hearing", it is the Spirit that hears: the ear is the organ 

of hearing.  

And when one says, "I think", it is the Spirit that thinks: the mind is the organ 

of thought. 

 It is because of the light of the Spirit that the human mind can see, and can 

think, and enjoy this world.... and the man who on this earth finds and knows  

Atman, his own Self, has all his holy desires and all the worlds and all joy.”  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1. The Upanishads, translated and selected by Juan Mascaro, Penguin Books, 1979, p. 126. 
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�  

Martin Luther King’s best known sound bite is, “I had a dream.” Luckily for the 

Human Rights movement, his dream did not fade away the moment he 

opened his eyes, not like mine did this morning, around 5.15 A.M. 

 

�  

The moment I became aware I had been dreaming a dream that was more 

action packed than Blade Runner, the images receded into oblivion faster 

than the tide at the base of Mont Saint-Michel. My dream was blown apart as  

quietly as the multi-celled soap bubbles I used to blow through a straw when I 

was a child.  

Huge, interconnected and shimmery, these honeycomb bubbles would dance 

above my head until, for no reason that I could understand, they would just 

burst and no longer be – just like the dream I had been dreaming until the 

mere movement of my eyelids *popped* the myriad of images that had been 

flooding my brain into total oblivion. 

 

�  

I don’t think Martin Luther King consulted books on dream interpretation to 

understand the symbolic meaning of his dream. Instead, he took his dream as 

a message as straightforward as if it had been hand-delivered from above. 

Sometimes this is what we do.  

 

�  

The more we search meaning, the more we want our dreams to bring us 

clues to this meaning. I will add that, from where I stand at the moment, 

understanding symbols from a spiritual perspective – once we *perceive* 

them as such - requires the same focus, the same dedication than that 

needed to deconstruct and interpret the hundreds of characters - and their 

components - that form a language such as Mandarin or Hebrew. It really is 

not a skill that can be snatched and developed on the hop. 
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�  

Either we choose to see to interpret a particular dream as an intuitive call for 

action, not unlike Joan of Arc who obeyed the whispers in her head, or we 

scratch around in books that look at individual symbols. We then try to make 

sense of each object, as one trying to piece together a conversation in a 

foreign language relying solely on a series of dictionary entries. 

 

�  

Either method is based on the application of the dream to our physical 

circumstances. 

The content of the glossary of symbols, as interpreted by Moriya, is different 

from all other glossaries of Dream symbols. 

 

�  

What follows is the suggestion that our dreams, and our wakeful moments, 

are loaded with spiritual symbolism that comes from none other than our soul. 

 

�  

What follows is about the deconstruction of dreams, real ones – mine and 

Moriya’s – but perhaps more importantly what follows is about the constant 

bombardment of symbols that succeed each other while we are awake. 

 

�  

What follows is about all the signs and symbols that we perceive even less 

than stars in our afternoon skies, though they are there, constant, waiting to 

be revealed by the darkening of the evening sky. 

 

�  

What follows is the edited and condensed version of dream-talks scattered 

throughout the 501 emails exchanged so far with Moriya and her 

deconstruction of the hundreds of symbols she encourages me to recognise 

in my own day-to-day. 

 

�  
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Since I have already mentioned that trips and journeys are really all about our 

yearning for a connection greater than we can imagine, the time has now 

come say, “And now, Ladies and Gentle Men, buckle your seatbelts for a 

journey into the very real world of symbols.” 

 

�  
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Glossary of the Symbols –  

[Interpreted by Moriya]  

  

A 
Airplane = soul 

Adviser = inner communication  

Alarm [going off ] = our soul’s warnings to awaken 

 

Code [punching numbers] = the real code we need to be in touch with 

our soul  – the ability to truly love unconditionally 

Animals = our lower desires – animalistic instinct 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Animals 
 

 

Bats = the only mammals that can really fly - ability to evolve. 

           blind as a bat = the ignorant blindness of the ego. 

Cat = erratic ego-persona 

Cow = ruminating - mind – thoughts - mechanical repetitiveness  

Crocodile = destructive lower desires because of its habit to attack out from below dark 

waters 

Deer = awakening 

Dog = unconditional love –faith - faithful, watcher  

Donkey = the need to tame/control the ego 

Elephant = wisdom, memory strength - personal power 

Giraffe = because of her long neck: the need to evolve  

Gorilla = imitation, false self 

Horse = the ego that needs to be reined in, otherwise it will topple over the cart and bolt 
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[animals of prey] = our animalistic [base] desires – lions in the wild are not any 

nobler than any other animal.  They do whatever they must do to survive and 

can but react instinctively – pre-programmed by 

Nature.  

 

Surely that doesn’t apply to this little lion, the symbolic guardian of my inner 

sanctum ☺ 

Snake = kundalini – force of life 

              Snake [black] = energy that absorbs all emotions, thoughts, desires, 

hopes, ideas - the energy that sucks in everything and give nothing back. 

Zebra = black & white stripped animal symbolizes balance - the herd mentality. 

Afraid to let go, we rely on a shared and mutuality reinforced acceptance of 

crutches. 
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Amphitheatre = the real world - a place where life is played out.  

Arrow = the arrival of a message  

          pointing up = follow our higher self 

           pointing down = a warning that we are too attached to what we have 

and to what we see. 

 

B 
Baby = spiritual awakening  

Bag = contains all the clutters locked in our thoughts. 

Barbed wire = blockages.  

Barefoot = unprotected. 

Bathroom = cleansing, purification. 

Battery = Kundalini – force of life, energy 

Beach = from where we observe the ocean/life. When balanced, the beach is 

safe and relaxing, but when we are in our mechanical, unaware mode, the 

beach is full of hazards - little rocks on which to stub our toe; glass and shells 

that cut our feet; creatures that sting and bite and stormy waves that flood and 

destroy. In this sense, the beach symbolizes the hazards that lay in wait for us 

from deep within our own mind. 

Bed = the sleeping persona – spiritual sleep - ignorance 

Bee = two sided: the bee makes the honey that sweetens our live, symbol of 

spirituality. The bee stings = malicious sting of the resentful ego-personas. 

Bending = only by letting go and surrendering to soul can we gain entrance 

to our inner garden.   

Bicycle = balance 

Birth = awakening 

Blanket = layer of deceit 

Blind = ignorance 

Blood = essence of life - soul 

Boat = higher self  

Book = wisdom 

Booth = protection 
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Boy + girl = duality – everything has a ‘flipside’. 

Bread = spiritual food 

Breasts = love - exposing one’s hunger for spiritual love. Dream of a sexual 

nature are symbolic of our yearning for spiritual love.  

Bridge = connection to heart 

Broom = cleansing 

Bus = higher self, expansion  

Butterfly = soul - a butterfly attracts another butterfly: like attracts like; souls 

recognize each other. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Birds 
 

 
Birds = symbols of souls delivering messages from our inner self 

Bird picking at lice = the reminder to keep our own wings free of clutter if we hope to fly 

higher than a farmyard chicken  

            beak [yellow] = light through the mouth -  the ability to deliver spiritual teachings 

Eagle= king of birds 

Swan [white] = enlightenment 

Dove = peacefulness - higher self 

Owl = two sided: a bird of prey active at night = wisdom/ selfish desires 

Phoenix = awakening like the legendary bird that renewed herself from ashes 

Raven = ancient holy bird = wisdom. 
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C 
Cabinet = obscure = hidden = our mind 

Cables/cords/wires = transfer the energy through the inner channel 

            electric cables = inner communication through kundalini, with  our soul 

- the channel through which to contact soul 

Camera = Inner sight 

                Camera lens = the ability to see our real self 

Camp = temporary living - our incarnation in this lifetime 

Candles = inner light – lights on the X’Mas tree or on a birthday cake are 

reminders of the inner light we need to tend to. 

 

 

           

 
The pelican is the bird that best symbolizes what I am currently aiming for. 
 
Pelican = three worlds: earth, water and air plus the ability to maintain total balance in all 

three 

              Beak [long + sack] = a head full of words - one aspect of the clutter I need to let go 

              Black/white = balance. 

              Webbed feet = amphibious balance 
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Cards = gamble - delusional world - life on earth = life as a game, a play – all 

cards contain symbols, as do each of the moments of our days 

           blank cards = credit towards actualizing our Karma  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cave = a void inside a hole - buried deep in the rock - a mouth that is as open 

but as empty as the entrance to a cave. Words, particularly those that make 

up our incessant *social chatter* are a part of the clutter we need to shed. 

Cellar/basement = the lower levels of our physical sphere – basic desires 

Circus = the illusional world we call *real* within the real world of the spirit 

Classroom = learning from what our Karma what it is intending to teach us 

Claw = clinging, attachment, crutches 

Cleaning [house]= removing clutter a.k.a. kish-kushim in Hebrew  

Clock = time  

Closet = our mind - where we hide what we don not want to expose 

Clothes = our disguise - our ego-persona.  

Chariot = our body linked to horses over which we need to exert control  

Children = children and parents are mirrors for each other. Each has a 

lifetime of opportunities to evolve.  Because of their situation, they have the 

potential to give love to each other, unconditionally, over a period of many 

years.  

Church/ mosque/temple/synagogue = our inner temple 

 

Cars 
 
Accelerator = increase speed – the warning to go shvo-ye shvo-ye, nice and slow. 

Car = higher self – ourself 

Clutch = to grasp or hold firmly – attachment 

              clutch cable snapped = warning to let go [ *see related story] 

Brakes = blockage 

Tires [radial] - spreading out from a common central point - everything spread out from our 

true self  

             4 tires = balance 
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Collector [objects] – stuck in the past – hoarder/clutterer 

 

Color = just to break the monotony of this long glossary, here is a funky 

little poem entitled Black & White. 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Warm colors = Yang - masculine. They are stir us into action. 

Cold colors = Yin - feminine, soothing 

 

 

 

Dear white friend! 

There are a few things you really have to know: 

  

  When I am born, I am black 

  When I grow up, I am black 

  When I walk in the sun, I am black 

  When I am cold, I am black 

  When I am scared, I am black 

  When I am sick, I am black 

  When I am dead, I am still black. 

 

  And you, my white friend 

  When you are born, you are pink 

  When you grow up, you are white 

  When you walk in the sun, you are red 

  When you are cold, you are blue 

  When you are scared, you are yellow 

  When you are sick [or jealous], you are green 

  When you are dead, you are grey 

  And you have the impudence to call me ‘ Colored?’ 
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�  

RED  

Red is the color associated with the Root chakra and as such, it is linked to 

our basic earthly desires. 

Red is Yang, the color of luck, which belongs to the Fire element. 

Red = power, explosive energy – blood-red life energy – aggression/a wish to 

destroy - desire and love. 

Red affects the body's functions. It accelerates our heartbeats, deepens our 

intake of air and raises our blood pressure.  

At home, Red is best used in small touches – in cushions, table-cloths, 

paintings and rugs – definitely not on an entire wall feature wall. 

 

People who wear Red proclaim their desire to control their 

surroundings. Either that or they lack the energy they absorb 

through this color. 

 

 

 

So, who’d know why Pope Benedict has chosen 

this particular Ferrari-red, or should I say this 

Prada shade of red, for his Papal slippers? ☺ 

 

 

� . 

 

ORANGE 

Orange is the combination of red and yellow.  

Orange is convivial color. It lifts the conversation around the dinner table and 

is a great color to have around the living-room. 

Orange stimulates creativity, imagination, joy and optimism.  

Like red, orange is a ‘fire color and should only be used in moderation. 
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�  

BROWN 

Brown is a mixture of red, blue and yellow. 

Brown is the color of stability, of centeredness.  

Brown is the color of security and perseverance, of endurance and 

earthliness.   

Brown is the color of the earth and is associated with the material side of life. 

People who prefer brown tend to be conventional and orderly.  

Too much brown causes a sense of being ‘stuck’ a need for extreme 

materialism, and a one-dimensional thinking that can become the cause of 

many frustrations. 

 

�  

YELLOW 

Yellow belongs to Earth element and represents the combination of the 

earthiness, perseverance, wisdom and tolerance.  

Yellow represents the palette of emotional energies: from joy and happiness 

to jealousy and fear, which might explain why the market is not flooded with 

yellow garment.  

Yellow is also the color of the sun that lights up our world while the moon only 

reflects its light. 

Yellow is related to our digestive system and is good to have around the 

kitchen, but again, only in moderation, as too much yellow can cause 

heaviness and sluggishness. 

 

�  

GREEN 

Green is a Yin color related to the Wood element. 

Green represents vitality, nature - therefore growth, change and a desire for a 

new beginning along with motivation and courage. 

Green is the color of health and balance. It encourages healing and positive 

thinking.  
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If you are unsure what color to have around your house or feature in your 

wardrobe, the many shades of green are a safe bet. 

 

But again as no color should be taken for granted, too much green can trigger 

bouts of anger. It is for good reason that it has become the color symbol of 

jealousy. 

 

�  

BLUE 

Blue belongs to the Water element.  

Blue is the coolest of colors. 

Blue is situated at the level of the kidneys and is associated with tranquility 

and harmony. 

Blue can help reduce body temperature and high blood pressure 

Blue represents thinking, understanding but also mystery, anxiety and 

melancholy, as anyone who has ever had ‘the blues’ can attest. 

 

�  

INDIGO 

Indigo is the color of purification, healing, intuition and spiritual wisdom. 

Indigo is a clean color that helps stabilize and clear the mind. 

Indigo, the color of lapis lazuli is used to develop the sixth sense and higher 

consciousness. 

 

�  

PINK 

Pink is the combination of white and red. 

Pink helps foster a feeling of love and wellbeing for ourselves and for others. 

Pink is the color of softness. It is the color of healing, but it also the symbolic 

color of ideas, love, tenderness, caring, femininity, unconditional love, self-

forgiveness and self-acceptance, as well as that of the Heart chakra for where 

we generate pure and honest love  - A.K.A. unconditional love. 
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Too much pink, however, will cause emotional cowardice, exaggerated 

vulnerability, inability to mature [the Barbie syndrome], constant 

defensiveness and inability to experience love for love sake. 

 

�  

VIOLET 

Violet is another color that belongs to the Fire element, although it sits on the 

Yin side of the palette.  

Violet is the color of the Crown chakra 

Violet has a spiritual aspect. It soothes fears and emotional storms. 

Violet generates a sense of peace and emotional stillness. 

Violet is also associated with imagination and inspiration. 

� . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

�  

BLACK 

 

 

 

�  

BLACK 

Black absorbs all other colors and thus it creates a distance between self and 

others and fosters non-emotional involvement.  

Black slows down the developmental process, causes emotional, mental and 

physiological imbalance and weakens the immune system. 

 

WHITE 

White is Yang color which belongs to Metal element.  

White contains all of the colors and reflects all of the frequencies. 

White is the color of cleanliness and purity, of freshness and renewal, of holiness, order and 

discipline. 

Too much white can cause restlessness, an exaggerated need for self-discipline and breathing 

problems.  

White can lead to an abnegation of one’s personality, the outcome being similar to a blank page 

waiting to be filled-out by others.  

Now, I know why I have been trying my darndest, with success, to stay away from hospitals and *Men 

in White*  � 
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Too much black brings bleakness into one’s life.  

Black is the color of addiction, just as it is the color of coffee. 

Black can generate negative effects on dyed hair with it or when black covers 

the Crown chakra for extended periods of time. 

 

�  

GREY 

Grey is a blend of black and white.  

Grey is the color of sorrow.  

When grey edges the dark side of the palette, it can cause a feeling of 

oppression, of emotional and mental deficiency, of restlessness with a 

tendency towards hysteria and depression. 

Grey allows others to create our life – in shades of grey. 

 

Silver = inner light - the deception created by the beautiful silver moon.  

Though it has no light of its own it reflects that of the sun as if it were her own 

- we see our own reflection in the mirror and believe it to be our true self. 

White + silver = spiritual garment 
                 White & silver tablecloth = what covers our being, our clothes  

 

�  

Comb= warning not to flatter the ego-persona by trying to make her beautiful 

- the need to smooth out thoughts, to soften them and make them appealing – 

our inborn ability to control our thoughts. 

           [broken comb] = inability to control our thoughts 

Competition = rushing and pushing for self- gain/selfish desire 

*Computer = see frame below 

Computer programmer = our mind programs the Self 

Corridor = change that connects events – transition – progression 

* Country = *see frame below 

Credit card = Karma because by dealing correctly – or not - with our daily 

activities, we get a balance according to our reactions. 

Crowd = various aspects of ourselves . 
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�  

 

 

 

 

 
Computer Bits & Pieces 
 
Anti-virus = protection 

CD [original] = the real thing in terms of content 

                     [burnt] = copy/fake - false ego-persona   

Computer = our mind, persona - brain 

Digital camera = our inner sight 

DVD = mechanical persona going around in circles – reflection of what is imprinted on 

our brain - the show of life 

Hard drive = a new and expanded consciousness - opening inner vision 

ID = ego-persona 

ISP provider = higher self 

Keyboard = our impulses - what makes us jump at every click 

Mailbox = messages = in fact, your mind, where you get all the impressions 

Message = the prompt to act spiritually  

              [lost] = blockage - inner communication not flowing 
 

                  

Laptop = portable self –flowing. That’s in contrast to the desktop that is a fixed item 

Password = old habits - what starts the process of patterned behaviours 

Post = our higher self sending us a message 

Screen = eyes - ability to SEE - or not - depending on the state of our inner screen 

                           [screen malfunction] = our ego-persona is blind - the need to look with our   

soul's eyes 

Technician = the ability to fix things 

Vista = big picture – panorama – open channel to inner vision 

Word = obsolete thought - stuck in what was/what has been - the mechanical patterns 

of our material brain 
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Countries   

                            

America = land of unlimited opportunities = spiritual sphere 

Australia = Astral realm, the abode of thoughts 

China = wisdom - land of Tao and old Wisdom 

England = kingdom with a Queen who in turn symbolizes our personal 

Queen, our soul.  

England symbolizes the spiritual sphere.  

Once an empire that included Australia = Astral realm and Canada = 

America (continent) - both lands symbolize unlimited potential.  

 

France – Paris - City of Lights - enlightenment, self-realization 

India = old wisdom and enlightenment.  

Israel = the Holy Land, spiritual realm. Jerusalem = the Holy City - attaining 

self-realization, enlightenment  

Italy = renaissance, awakening 

Palestine = once under England’s dominion for 40 years, is the symbol of 

Holy Land, i.e. spiritual realm.  

South Africa = hidden continent or hidden world 
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D 
           Death = change, removing the old self with old habits, old thoughts, old 

wishes. Death signify new birth 

           Dentist = the need to tend to the spiritual ‘hygiene’ of our thoughts, to be 

aware 

Deputy = persona, substitute of the real Self 

Desert = sterile area, i.e. purification, no thoughts 

Diamond = the third eye, symbol of our inner sight - enlightenment 

Dining room = absorbing food, be it spiritual or physical 

Dirty = negative emotions - need cleansing. 

 Divorce = separation from attachment 

Doll = substitute for the real, crutches 

Door [closed] = negative attitude that close out people and help. 

                       Front door [opening] = our 3rd eye. We enter through the front door 

before reaching the hallway. 

             Door [locked] = locking out unpleasant truths. 

   Driver = our higher self 

   Drowning = too much emotions that clouded the clear vision 

   Drunk = being hypnotized and blinded by our thoughts and material priorities 

   

E 
Earphones = listening to inner voice/message 

Egg = "to come out of one’s shell" – to awaken 

Elevator = elevator goes up and down – spiritual evolutions according to the 

person’s needs 

Eyes = "The windows of the soul" 

Eyeglasses = good perception, expanded vision  

            [glasses case] = protection for our insight 

 [sun glasses] = shaded - poor perception 

 [lost] = we have lost our way 
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[smudged] = the need to cleanse, to open our eyes, to see life from a 

spiritual perspective 

 

F 
Fairy Tale = Sleeping beauty deconstructed - see special section at the end   

of this file. 

Fake [anything] = ego-persona - imitation of the real Self - non genuine unlike 

like diamonds and silver - the true inner self 

Father = our yang - our masculine side 

Feather = ability to fly beyond the mechanicalness. [* See related story] 

Film = the illusory play of our life - the physical/material world -Maya, illusion. 

 

Finger [index] = used to point the 

direction which, spiritually, show the 

right way, the way of The Path. It 

also gives warnings about the need 

to change attitudes. 

          [cut] = If the message is not 

understood, the next *cut* could be 

figuratively deeper. In Hebrew this 

finger is called e-tz-ba ha-mora. Mora = teacher, guide - to point out and 

show.  

Fire = kundalini 

Fireworks = opening of the inner sight 

Fish = flowing freely –  

          [dead in plate] = reminder to remove all the bones/kish-kushim from our 

life 

Flies = irritations - lower desires 

Flood = uncontrolled emotions/desires 

Flower = inner blooming - chakra 

Food = spiritual food prepared with love 

Fork = its 3 teeth denote a need for balance. The fork can only catch solids 

symbolic of an attachment to desires of the flesh 
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            Fork [in the road] = a choice between right and wrong 

Friend = protection - support 

Frog = jumpy, unpredictable ego 

 

G 
Gap = not connected 

Glass = separation between the real world and the physical one 

Garage = need to amend and repair 

Garden = inner blooming – spiritual garden 

Gate = door open 

           [gate] = opening of the seven chakras 

Guards = protection 

Gloves = protection 

 

H 
Hamburger = meat/flesh – physical anchor into the lower self 

Hammer = the need to fix things 

Handle = used to open or close door - the need to handle/finish some 

unresolved problem – need to grasp and tackle an issue 

                [frying-pan] = attachment, to break the hold, not to touch. 

Hair = thoughts  

Hands = to give and to serve 

Hall way = leads to our inner temple - the bigger the hall, the more spiritual 

the self 

 

Hat = the way we think – a hat covers our head - sometimes we keep 

surprises "under our hat" - protection against the sun - balance 

Heat = kundalini  

Heart transplant = new heart connection 

Herd = mechanical ego-personas that only know to play follow the leader 

Honey = sweetness 

Hospital = need for amendment - change of attitude 
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Hotel = the ego/thought with its constant change - temporary house - our 

persona  

 

House = higher self [see related story] our real self 

 

I  
Ice = frozen, unyielding, fossilized attitude to life 

Inner-tube = the need to release all pent-up rubbish and let the energy flow 

             Ignored [being] = nothing more can happen until we upgrade – holding 

pattern. 

 

J 
Joke = take things easy - like in a game 

Judge = need for balance 

Jungle = our lower level – animalistic behavior 

 

K 
Key = open your heart and give love 

King = higher self  

Kitchen = preparation of spiritual food 

Knife = cut/slice – decide 

 

L 
Ladder = evolve 

Lamp = inner light 

Lawyer = balance 

Library = wisdom 

Light bulb = inner light 

         [broken bulb] = the need to change into higher spiritual ‘voltage’ -  

 to aspired for greater outcomes. 
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Lips = speech 

Litter = discarded ideas that still hang around  

 

Living room = daily activities 

Lobby = the entrance to the inner temple 

Window  [Looking out] = inner expansion - greater awareness 

Lost = the need to observe (the replay of our day) and then to let go and let it 

fade away – the need for detachment – a warning to not lose our way  

Lotus = crown chakra 

Lover = higher self 

 

 

M 
Manuals = path to reach a goal 

Making love = spiritual union with soul 

Market = life – activities - physical world 

Marriage = spiritual marriage, union with soul 

Mask = false persona 

Meat = lower desires 

Merry-go-around/carousel = evolution above the illusion which lies beneath 

Milk = white, spirituality. 

Mirror = reflected our image, show the opposite 

Money = our inner treasures, high attributes 

Moon = persona reflecting sunlight 

 

Mouse = lower desires - the mouse hides in small holes so do our desires 

Mouth = “big mouth” - talking too much - using too many words  

Mosquitoes = any physical insect coming into our awareness means we are 

unseeing and, if left unchecked. This blindness invites in bigger, more 

unpleasant messengers. 

Movie = illusionary life 

Mp3 player = flowing with balance 

Mud = attached too much - clinging 

Music = harmony 
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Mother = soul -our feminine side 

Music = harmony. 

Mountain = evolution - crown chakra 

N 
Nails = attachment – clinging 

         [broken nail]  = a very good message to let go 

Neighbors  

          [nice] = protection, as they watch over you  

          [unpleasant] = our heart still closed 

Newspaper = messages 

Noise = warning to be awake and aware - conflicting thoughts - chattering 

inside the mind 

Naked = need to get rid of all our emotional rubbish in order to be purified. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Numbers 
 
 

1 = wholeness from which everything arises 

2 = in need of balance like bicycle 

3 = triangle need balance. 

 4 = perfect balance = activity  

5 = 4+1 = is a perfect number as it denote perfect balance that is tied to the 

wholeness. Combination of 2+2+1 = need of balance in order to reach the 

wholeness, or 3+2 = need of balance on the physical level 

6 = symmetrical perfect number, denote harmony 

7 = spiritual number: 7 days of the week - 7 holes in our head ☺ Neat, huh? 

7 chakras – 7 main planets in our solar system 

8 = double 4 = if the person walk the Path it's strength, If on the physical level alone 

= double weakness - the beginning of new cycle in life. 

9 = the highest number in terms of spirituality. Every 9 years we experience a new 
cycle in our life, like rebirth/upgrade, separating from some relationship (work, family, 
personal) 
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O 
Ocean = life 

Oil = to be soft – what smoothes things out  

Old-fashioned [objects] = old mechanical way of thinking, behaving 

 

P 
Paralysis = inability to flow 

Paul = Saul - Soul 

Palace = the abode of soul 

Password = the trigger to old habits 

Pen/ pencils + paper = words, i.e. interpretation of thoughts. 

Phone = inner communication phone = communication with your higher self 

and consequently being in tune with your surrounding. 

Photocopier = mind, thoughts that reflects like a photo  

Police = protection 

Pool = flow 

President/Prime Minister = higher self  

Prince/Princess = soul 

Prison = our body 

Professor/teacher = wisdom  

 

Q 
Queen = soul  

Quilt = the layers of deceit we wear instead of unveiling our true face 
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R 
Radio = inner communication with our higher self and consequently with our 

surroundings. 

Railroad = the channel in which the kundalini train flows.  

 

Rain = cleansing - purification 

Raincoat = protection 

Reaching [for object] = the impulse to touch and control 

Red = kundalini 

Repair man/technician = the tools to amend karma are within us. At the birth 

of a problem, the solution is also born. Problem and solution are each other’s 

twin - inseparable. 

Restaurant = what you feed on -  where a food is prepared and then sold to 

the public - fed with other people’s [food], i.e. ideas, opinions, desires, 

dreams, concepts, thoughts = emotional crutches that keep the persona  

slave to her urges and attached to superseded responses to What-  

IS, to her life’s reality - her true testing ground in THIS lifetime. 

Retirement = no one can *retire* from Karma until it has all been amended 

River = flowing 

Road = spiritual Path 

Roof = the house's hat - protection against rain, snow and sun - the crown 

chakra. When the roof is removed, it exposes a clutter of beams and wires = 

all manner of thoughts, emotions, knots and emotional entanglements -  

General level of our third eye and the Crown chakra 

Rope = imprisoned by/obsessed with a problem – on the verge of resolving a 

problem, depending on the context i.e. hanging rope or life-saving rope 

Rose = charkas 

              Russian dolls [nesting] = spiritual union of mind and body which is the real 

meaning of yoga 

Robe [black and white] = our spiritual self  
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Rodent = lower desires, like mouse hide in holes so these desires. 

“Who is this nasty rodent,” asked Moriya, “that is gnawing and nibbling 

inside your mind?” 

 

S  
Sailor = incarnated soul on spiritual journey 
Salt = salt added flavor to the food - enjoyment of life. Too much salt renders 

food inedible. 

               School = Life is school we are here to learn and pass an incessant number of 

tests. Once we demonstrate skill in one area, we won’t be retested. 

Scissors = cut – decide – incise 

Scorpion = stinging attitude 

              Sea = life. Spreading salt on the wind means absorbing the spiritual 

experience, indeed being absorbed in it 

Sea shell = experiences in life mirrored in the condition of the shell 

Sexual dream = spiritual union with soul - longing for true love. Lust is an 

imitation of the inner longing left unaddressed. 

                          [violent sex – rape] = having forced to deal with – or face - what we 

are running away from 

Sidewalk = the stage on which our life-play is acted out 

Silence = inner voice  

Shampoo = cleaning, purifying thoughts 

Shark = symbolize on one hand flowing and on the other our ego-persona – 

the predator in all of us 

Shave = get rid of clutters, crutches 

Shoes = protection on the spiritual Path 

             [removing] = not being afraid to have faith in soul  

              Shore/beach/harbor = protection, like “safe harbor”. After a soul reaches the 

end of her karma [nirvana] on the sea of life, she can rest peacefully on shore 

Skin = disguise that covers our true self – literally the *body bag* that holds 

us together 

Snow = frozen attitude to life but also purification, depending on degree of 

personal evolution 
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Serpent = the power within us that enlightens our inner being into realization. 

              Shell = persona – void inside the shell 

                           [Open shell] = free from emotional clutter  

             Shoe = protection in the physical world 

             Shop/store = unhealthy energy. Where everything is stored = our mind. 

             Shutter [blinds] = eyelids closed to reality = time to open our eyes to observe 

our automated responses to life. 

Sister [older] - the higher self. Our body and soul are like two sisters 

Spectator = the need to observe.  

 

Songs = music is harmony, balance 

              Staffroom = teachers, spiritual teaching, but not from your little teachers but 

higher. 

Stairs = evolution 

Statutory declaration = the need to have faith and trust in our true self  

Stiletto heels = yearning to rise and evolve 

             Strangers [non- threatening] = new aspects and new approaches, new    

methods, new you 

Subscription = an obligation to follow the spiritual path  

Sun = inner sunshine = enlightenment = kundalini   

Special unit = specialist help = special teachings 

 

T 
Table = being open - "Let's put everything out on the table." 

Tattoo = something that exists deep down inside ourselves, deep enough to 

leave a scar 

             Teacher [supply/replacement] = the substitute false ego - the need to use a 

*new head* to help ourselves - our soul 

Tea pot = refill inner self 

Theatre = the illusionary nature of the material world  

Technician = the ability to amend Karma - to fix things 

Teeth = thoughts  

Telephone wires = inner communications 
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Theme park rides = exciting rushes of adrenaline that replace the buzz of 

alcohol and drugs – imitation of spiritual elevation 

             Thief = the ego steals our attention from us and keep us from observing and 

being aware 

Tiger = lower desire 

Toilet = cleansing, purification 

Toothbrush = cleaning thoughts 

Tower = higher self 

Train = Kundalini  

Tunnel = inner channel for Kundalini 

 

U 
Umbrella = ‘aerial protection’ 
Uniform = repetitive, programmed responses to life 

 

V 
Valley = low, open area 

Vehicle [any] = higher self 

              Void [hollow] = the void within is the real condition of no form and it can be 

experienced only by being enlightened, knowing that our ego-persona only 

exists in the phenomenal world a.k.a. the material world 

 

W 
Water =purification, cleansing 

standing in water = not flowing, stuck, blocked 

Wallet = we pay the price when we fail to be in the moment – false ID, as it is 

only that of our ego-persona 

Walking= your daily activities 

             [Walking on a path] = Path of life 

Wine [red] = Desire 
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            [White] = euphoria similar to a connection to our soul - enlightenment, 

a state of self-realization [in moderation ☺] 

Waves [over face] = overcome by misery, grief, problems etc.  

Wig = false thought, emotions, persona 

Window = eyes - inner sight 

Worm = that which eats us from the inside even before we are dead. 

 

Y  
Yoga = union with soul 

Yo-Yo = ego, jumping repeatedly from one position to another in search of 

pleasure  

 

Z zz T zzz T zz T z  

Zebra = this is black & white stripped animal symbolize balance – symbol of 

the herd mentality, i.e. crutches, afraid to let go. 

Zigzag = zigzag manner, imbalance. 

Zoo = animalism, our lower negative desires. 

 

Asleep yet?   :) 

 

No? Not yet? Well, then, it must be time for a fairy tale deconstruction. 

 

�  

Sleeping Beauty by Charles Perrault – as interpreted by Moriya  

Dear Reader, I suggest you download the text from 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sleeping_Beauty to refresh your memory of it, then 

read it jointly with the interpretation of the symbols below: 
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At the christening of a long-wished-for princess = the princess is the 

symbol of our soul, reincarnated. She also symbolizes Yin - feminine aspect 

of energy. 

Fairies invited as godmothers offered gifts, such as beauty, wit, and 

musical talent = Our Karma which contains all our possibilities and all our 

capabilities. 

 

However, a wicked fairy who had been overlooked placed the princess 

under an enchantment as her gift T = The persona hypnotizes us/herself. 

Our soul is slumbering under the spell of mechanical enchantment  – the 

power or our ego-persona who struggles against enlightenment. 

 

T saying that, on reaching adulthood, she would prick her finger on a 

spindle and die.  

the spindle - symbolizes the circle of life = Reaching adulthood - ready for 

The Path as she has died as persona - the spindle symbolizes the circle of life 

- We weave our personal Karma while we live out each of our moments. 

Pricking the finger = *touching*/interfering energetically which, 

consequently, causes death. 

 

A good fairy, though unable to completely reverse the spell, said that 

the princess would instead sleep for a hundred years, until awakened by 

the kiss of a prince's son = only when the ego-persona finally dies away, 

can we be born as our soul. 

 

The Prince's son = The Prince’s son here symbolizes Yang, the male aspect 

of energy. 

Inability to completely reverse the spell = our inability to alter Karma. Such 

a deep sleep symbolizes the illusion we have that life prevents us to see the 

real world and that we are sleepwalking through life. 

Awakened by the kiss = touch, love of our soul/prince - the spiritual union 

with our soul. 
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The king forbade spinning on distaff or spindle, or the possession of 

one, upon pain of death, throughout the kingdom, but all in vain = 

Nothing can prevent Karma from enfolding. 

 

When the princess was fifteen or sixteen she chanced to come upon an 

old woman in a tower of the castle = our higher self - our spiritual evolution 

The old woman = our out-dated ego-persona who busily spins our Karma. 

 

The Princess asked to try the unfamiliar task and the inevitable 

happened = Touching - trying to force a change whereas we are not allowed 

to *touch*, to alter anything. We are meant to accept What Is and deal with it 

by being in the moment. 

 

The wicked fairy's curse was fulfilled. The good fairy returned and put 

everyone in the castle to sleep = being asleep, unaware, hypnotized. 

 

A forest of briars sprang up around the castle, shielding it from the 

outside world: no one could try penetrate it without facing certain death 

in the thorns = An excellent description of the veil that settles over our eyes 

to prevent us from seeing our real self; no one can see through it without 

facing certain death. 

The thorns = the difficulties inherent to being on the spiritual Path – death of 

the ego-persona awaits at the other end. 

 

After a hundred years had passed, a prince who had heard the story of 

the enchantment braved the wood, which parted at his approach, and 

entered the castle = Symbols of our awakening and the courage to dare walk 

on The Path. Put simply, in order to enter the castle the prince had to 

overcome all his inner desires. 

 

He trembled upon seeing the princess' beauty and fell on his knees 

before her = He glimpsed the beauty of Soul. He is looking in the mirror and 

see their reflected image - the yin and the yang. 
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He kissed her, then she woke up = Union with our soul = awakening – 

enlightenment - remembering our true self. 

 

Then everyone in the castle woke to continue where they had left off 

= our higher self. When the persona is enlightened, our soul is able to control 

all other aspects of the ego that obey her completely. No duality.  

Being asleep for 100 years = soul control higher and lower dimensions as 

well and time does not affect her because she’s eternal. As incarnated souls, 

our soul’s incarnations always return to continue from the point where we 

have left off. 

 

 Secretly wed by the re-awakened Royal almoner = Spiritual marriage -

union with soul - yin/yang 

 

 The Prince continued to visit the Princess = in constant contact with his 

higher self. He now has no other alternative but to follows the Path. They are 

inseparable. He is in the present-moment. 

... who bore him two children- L'Aurore (Dawn) and Le Jour (Day) = They 

symbolize the duality of the physical world, a.k.a. the phenomenal world.  

      Dawn = the creative, spiritual aspect of our ego-persona 

      Day = our mechanical physical side 

 

...  which he kept secret from the Queen, who was of an Ogre lineage = A 

symbol of automated, mechanical responses to life.  

Ogre = persona that absorbs everything selfishly, like centripetal force. 

 

Once he had acceded to the throne = His spiritual evolution. Crown Chakra, 

enlightenment. 

He brought the Princess and the children to his capital, which he then 

left in the regency of the Queen Mother = There are many aspects of the 

ego in many disguises. We have to be careful to see through them.  

          The Queen mother = a disguised ego-persona.  

          The children = symbols of duality. 

          The Princess = awakening to her own higher self, to her soul. 
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... while he went to make war on his neighbor the Emperor Contalabutte, 

("Count of The Mount") = He has to struggle against the dragon to conquer 

the mountain. 

 

The Ogre Queen sent the Princess Queen and the children to a house 

secluded in the woods = the secret, hidden world. 

 

 ... and direct her to cook there and to prepare the boy for her dinner, 

with a sauce Robert = getting rid of our automated response to life. To eat is 

to absorb impressions, to swallow what we experience, to be hypnotized by 

our ego-persona as much as that of others. She is about to swallow the 

children who are aspects of her own robot-like responses – freeing herself 

from base desires. 

 

The humane cook substituted a lamb, which satisfied the Ogre Queen = 

The Queen is deluded but satisfied with the lamb substitute, which symbolizes 

the herd mentality, our staple reactions to actions and the inability to stand on 

our own two feet. It also symbolized the emotional crutches on which we tend 

to depend heavily. 

 

who demanded the girl, but was satisfied with a young goat prepared in 

the same excellent sauce = Same symbolic meaning as lamb.  

 

When the Ogre Queen demanded that he serve up the Princess Queen, 

she offered her throat to be slit, so that she might join the children she 

imagined were dead = This is an attempt of the mechanical persona to 

control the real self -  an attempt of the limited persona to control the unlimited 

power. 

         

Throat = words, thoughts, mechanical aspect.  

To slit the throat = unveil yourself to awaken to one’s true self. Beyond 

words there is the inner voice of the silence. 

The cook = the kundalini power that *cooks* and shifts what energies need to 

be shifted – purifying and cleansing the channel. 
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There was a tearful secret reunion in the cook's little house = Union with 

soul. The channel is being slowly cleansed. 

... while the Ogre Queen was satisfied with a hind prepared with sauce 

Robert. = Although the persona wanted to *eat* the children and the princess, 

which symbolize higher aspects of ourselves, she was forced to eat her own 

attributes such as adhering to the herd mentality, mechanicalness, 

selfishness, the desires of the flesh and so on. 

 

Soon she discovered the trick and prepared a tub in the courtyard filled 

with vipers and other noxious creatures = all the kish-kushim/rubbish, the 

nasty clutter we carry preciously within ourselves. This is a link back to the 

Gorgon and her head of venomous writhing snakes. 

 

The King returned in the nick of time and the Ogress, being discovered, 

threw herself into the pit she had prepared and was consumed, and 

everyone else lived happily ever after = The soul is in charge. The inner 

light, Kundalini, has consumed the ego-persona, and, should we be so lucky, 

we shall live happily ever after – all in the fullness of time, and not a moment 

sooner. 

Sweet dreams to you, dear Reader    ☺ 

 

�  


